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THE MARKET AND THE MINES f

Indications have not been lacking this week
that various agencies are operating together to

i stop the headlong decline of mining shares and
restore prices to a normal plane. The daily
newspapers have helped by pointing out the ab-

sence of reasonable cause for the bear movement
and by emphasizing the disparity between prices

, . .and values; the brokers have helped by couching
their letters in more cheerful tone and by sus-

pending their predictions of calamity and the
general public has helped by putting some of its
small change into the market. These influences
have arrested the slumpety-slump-slum- p of the
last month and the beginnings of a reverse move-

ment can be seen. If, as has been charged, a
coterie of brokers has conspired with the Cole-Rya-n

syndicate to knock prices and force the
Knight stocks to the sale counter the conspiracy
has either accomplished its purpose, been aban-

doned or is taking a breathing spell. The down-

ward pressure has relaxed and there is no further
"evidence of concerted knocking.

Because the brokers are the intermediaries by
uhom. quotations are made, the public has an
exaggerated idea of their ppwerand influence. It
cannot be denied that if all the brokers on the
local exchange were to unite for the purpose, of
manipulating prices they could discourage in-

vestors and traders and thereby permanently
lower the value, as well as the price of mining
securities. But such an alliance would be noth-

ing less than a suicide pact. In a market of any
. importance there are always brokers who are

'" ready and anxious to give their clients the ad
vantage of undervalued stocks. "With the sup-

port they can muster such brokers are an in-

superable obstacle to the success of a bear com-

bination which depends upon manipulation to at-

tain its object. The difficulties in the way of a
brokers' combination to create and maintain arti-
ficially high prices are stldd more formidable.
A combine of this character has to reckon with
the desire of every ind'vldual shareholder to
realize his profits, and must command capital
enough to take up ever bona fide offering of
stock. The more excessive the-prlc- es the gi eater
will be the rush to realize and the larger must
be the capital employed to sustain the market.

So elementary are the principles outlined
abovq that it should be superfluous to state them.
Nevertheless, the present tendency to ascribe all
fluctuations to the brokers makes it evident that
the fundamental laws of trade are being forgot-

ten or ignored. Because the professionals can
chalk up any quotations they have a mind to at
a time when the public Is neither willing to buy
nor anxious to sell, it is assumed that they are the
god in the machine. You will be told along
Brokers' Row that one stockbroker firm made
$107,OOC In one year by its clever management of
a bear raid. Ask the year and you will be told
that it was in 1907. Think of the skill required
to conduct a bear campaign in 1907! The clever-
ness of tho firm was displayed in its ability to
read the financial barometer. Brokers are made
or broken by their capacity or Incapacity for
reading the weather signs, but they have little to
do with making the weather. Mr. John Smith,
otherwise the small investor, the man who is just
beginning to nibble, after being out of the mar-

ket for months, is the real weather maker.

During his last visit to the city, Jesse Knight
affirmed upon knowledge and belief that there is
a stratum of ore in the Colorado below the level
from which all its shipments have been made. In
support of this affirmation, he paid that the
north shaft workings are in shippiu material at
n point 100 feet lower than the ore bodies exposed

"
'ITHE GKREATEST EXPOSITION EVEfRi HELD IN TUB INTER- -

MOUNTAIN "WEST WILL BE THUS YEAR'S 'H

Utah State Fair I
: :

1 il
Ail exposition that will surpass in every way any similar event ever at- - H
tempted in any of the mountain states. An exhibit that will show the prog- - iH
ress and development of the great Inland Empire and the people who ;H
have made their homes here. M

To signalize the achievements of the people of Utah and to call at- - H
tention of every citizen of the state to the wonderful progress being made ;H
the fair this year has been planned on a very broad scale and will be H
called the M

Inland Empire Exposition I
Every section of the state will be fully represented. Every industry M

of the state will be shown. In all deparfjuents new features will be inaugurated M
and everything done to make this the greatest and most successful fair in M
the history of any one state. The buildings and grounds have undergone 'M
almost a complete transformation. Everywhere the spirit of progress and M
improvement is in evidence. ;fl

H
This is the Fair. You Cannot I

Afford to Miss. I
. YOU MUST SEE I

The greatest Livestock Show of the West. H
The Horticultural Display. H
The Unique Mine and Mineral Exhibit. H
The Elaborate Manufacturers' Exhibits. H
The Display of Fine Arts simply grand. . H
The Horse Races every day horses galore. H
Ponies Racing at Night 2,500 lights used. H
The "Desert" the great amusement avenue. jH
Sensational and Thrilling Free Acts. H
Gorgeous Illuminations night turned to day. H

Twenty-Fiv- e Thousand Dollars in Premiums I
One entire week fuU f interest, entertainment

and instruction

Odober 4 to 9 I
. g. Mcdonald, Pr. h. s. sign, Scc'y IP II I


